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Much knowledge about the world does not consist of universal generalizations. Instead, it consists of less CerUin 
generalizations of tendencies that occur in absence of other factors. Cognitive psychology research has shown that 
prior background knowledge influences the rate or accuracy of learning. However, computational models Of learning 
have assumed that this background knowledge consists of universal generalizations. Here, I relax this assumption by 
considering background knowledge consisting of tendencies or influences. The following quote illustrates a more re- 
alistic type of background knowledge 111: 

Straightforward theory relates injuriesfrom falls to three sets of variables... First. the height of the fall 
determines the impact velocity. Second, the softness of the surface of impact affects the stopping 
distance and hence the impact force..... And third, of leastfive properties of the falling body itself ore 
relevant: its mass. which determines the impact force (F); its cross-sectional orea A, determining the 

frictional drag during the fall and oiso the stress upon impact (F/A); cross-sectional areas of bone, 
determining bone strength; cllskioning of vital body parts by fat and other soft tissue; and dissipation of 
impact forces through flexing of muscles and use of joints.... because mass increases as the cube, but 
surface area 0s the square of linear dimensions, foiling large animals ore in general more injury prone 
than small ones, os they s&r greater impact stress, and they reach higher terminal velocities in free- 
fall because of the lessfavorable areaimnss ratio. 

One facet of a weak domain theory is that the influence of a number of factors is known. A weak theory does not 
provide any means of combining these influences. Will an elephant survive a 10 foot fall into a snow bank? Will a 
mouse survive a 5 foot fall onto concrete if it lands on its head? These are empirical questions. However, the theory 
does constrain the features which play a part in predictive relationships. Only when an accurate predictive 
relationship cannot be made by considering combinations of known influences are other factors considered. 

We have constructed a learning system called POSTHOC that uses this sort of background knowledge to propose 
hypotheses that are then teste.d against further data. PostHoc utilizes a weak domain theory to generate plausible 
explanations for a state change after it has occurred. This background knowledge is also used to revise hypotheses 
that fail to make accmate predictions. 

POSTHOC has been tested on a problem of predicting when a balloon will oe successfully inflated. Given this weaker 
form of background knowledge, it is possible to produce several explanations for why a particular outcome occurred. 
Since different explanations make different predictions about other cases, additional examples are needed to rule out 
alternatives. Since the set of hypothesis which are consistent with the background knowledge and the data is much 
smaller than the set of hypothesis that are consistent with only the data, fewer examples are rcqu>ed m learn to 
make accurate predictions. The following two influences are used as background knowledge: 
(easier (strong-actor) (inflate balloon)) 
(easier (less-elastic) (inflate balloon)) 

Given this background knowledge it is not clear whether both conditions are necessary or if either is sufficient. Thus 
given this weaker form of background knowledge, it is possible to produce several explanations for why a particular 
outcome occwred. To determine when these influences are present in a given example POSTHOC has a set of 
inference rules. The following rules represent the facts that stretching a balloon tends to make it less elastic; that 
older actors tend to be stronger actor; and that adults are old: 
(influence (act stretch) (less-elastic)) 
linfluence (old-actor) (strong-actor)) 
(influence (age adult) (old-actor)))) 
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Poster maintains a single hypothesis that consists of a disjunction of conjunctions. For example, the following 
represents the hypothesis that adults can inflate any balloon, or children,can inflate yellow balloons: 
( ((age adult)) ((age chrld, (color . yellow)) , => (Inflate balloon) 

When the CurCnt hypXksis makes an error, a set of rules examines the hypothesis and the incorrectly classified 
examp]e, and revises the hypothesis. There are three sets Of rukx One set deals with errors of commission in which 
a positive example is falsely classified as a negative example. This rule set makes the hypothesis more general. 
Another rule set deals with errors of omission. This rule set makes the hypothesis more specific. The final rule set 
cIeates an initial hypothesis when the fist positive example is encountered. Within each rule set, the rules arc 
ordered by priority. In this paper, we present the subset of the rules that are necessary to follow the example. 

(nitializing Hypothesis: 
1. IF there is an influence that is present in the example 

THEN initialize the hypothesis to a conjunct representing the features of that influence. 

This rule determines if there are features of the example that would influence the outcome of a positive example by 
chaining backward from the rules that indicate that a certain outcome is easier under certain conditions. The 
conditions are verified by chaining backward via influence roles to find features that are indicative of an influence. 

Errors of Omission: 
1. 1’3 there are features that indicate an additional influence 

THEN create a new co"ju"ct of the features indicative of the influence. 

2. IF TRUE 
THEN add a new conjunct conrAsting of a random feature from the example 

The first rule applies if the features of the example indicate the presence of an additional factor. This additional 
factor is assumed to be a multiple sufficient cause (cf. 121) and a new conjunct is added to specialize the hypothesis. 
The second rule forms an additional conjunct from a random feature of the example when hypotheses consistent wth 
background knowledge have been ruled out. This random choice is needed because we do not explore multiple 
consistent hypotheses in parallel and the background knowledge could not guide the selection of a feature. 

Errors of Commission: 
1. IF for each true conjunct there are features not present in the current example that 

would be necessary for an influence 
THEN modify the conjunct, by adding the additional features that are indicative of the 
influence. 

2. IP TRUE 
THEN specialize each true conjunct of the hypothesis by adding the inverse of a feature 
of the example that is not in the conjunct. 

The first rule adds a multiple necessary cause to the hypothesis ~21. For example, if the hypothesis is that all adults 
can inflate balloons, an error will occur on an example of an adult not inflating a large yellow balloon that has been 
dipped in water. The hypothesis is modified by finding an additional factor which could affect the outcome that is 
not present in the example (stretching the balloon) and asserting that this is necessary to inflate the balloon. The new 
hypothesis consists of a single conjunct that represents the prediction that adults can only inflate balloons that have 
been stretched. The second rule specializes a hypothesis by adding additional features to each true conjunct. 

An example of POSTHDC acquiring a predictive rule will help to clarify how hypotheses are formed and revised. 
Here, we consider how POSTHOC operates with an incomplete theory with only one influence present: 
(easier (less-elastic) (inflate balloon) ). 

This example will illustrate how both the analytical and empirical components cooperate to create a hypothesis. The 
fust example is an example of an adult inflating a yellow balldon that had been stretched. Rule 1 from the 



initialization role set finds an influence present and the initial hypothesis is that all balloons that have been stretched 
can be inflated: 
(((act . stretch))) => (inflate balloon) 

This hypothesis is consistent with several more examples. Finally, an error of omission occurs when POSTHOC 
predicts that a balloon will not be inflated, but it is: 
((color . red) (size . large) (act . dip) (age adult)) -> (inflate balloon) 

The second rule in the error of omission set randomly selects one feature and makes a new conjunct. This feature is 
dipping the balloon in water. The new hypothesis states that stretching a balloon or dipping a balloon in water are 
predictive of the balloon being inflated: 
(((act . stretch)) ((act . dip))) => (inflate balloon) 

This hypothesis causes an error of commission when an example is erroneously predicted to result in a successful 
inflation of a balloon: 
((color red) (size . small) (act . dip) (age . child)) => (not(inflate balloon)) 

Tbc second rule for errors of commission specializes the conjunct that indicates that dipping a balloon in water is 
predictive of the balloon being inflated. The inverse of the age is selected as an additional necessary condition for 
this conjunct. The new hypothesis indicates that an adult can inflate a balloon that has been dipped in water, and 
anyone can inflate a balloon that had been snetched. This hypothesis is consistent with the remaining data. 
(( t=ge . adult) (act dip)) ((act stretch))) => (inflate balloon) 

The previous example illustrated a fortuitous ordering of examples and some lucky random choices. We have tested 
PostHoc with varying amounts of background knowledge on randomly ordered examples. When PostHoc is run with 
no domain theory, it takes longer to converge on an accurate concept definition than with a partial theory. When 
POSTHOC is run with a complete (but weak) domain theory, it converges more rapidly. Figure 1 shows the results of 
running POSTHOC (averaged over 200 trails) under these three conditions to acquire the previous rule. 

none incomplete complete 
Figure 1. The number of examples required to eonverge on an accurate hypothesis. 

This model extends analytical learning techniques to problems that do not have a domain theory sufficiently strong to 
deductively predict outcomes. With this weaker form of domain theory, hypotheses must be tested and revised to 
rcflcct observed regularities. In the future, we plan to extend this model to deal with negative influences and more 
complex interactions between influences. In addition, we plan to extend the domain theory to account for new 
influences present in the data. Finally, we intend to investigate techniques for dealing with probabilisrjc 
relationships. 
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